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ABSTRACT: This project investigates the effects of ATM 

on the performance of  banks have concentrated on the 

significant dimensions of ATM (automated teller machine) 

service quality and its effect on customer satisfaction with a 

bias against ATM producers. The study is motivated by the 

astronomical challenges confronting the proliferation of 

ATM infrastructure and attendant financial loss to banks 

which are often under-reported. Also, there is serious 

debate on the relevance of ATM technology as most 

countries in the world are moving away from the virus 

technology to the more secured chip cards free of credit and 

debit frauds 

This Project is to ensure the most effective protection 

against these types of threats, must implement a 

comprehensive, security program that includes hardware, 

software and services designed to protect against all 

breaches today and in the future. However, the safety of 

any money transaction is always a concern, no matter how 

many technologies are developed to protect the transaction. 

The idea of this project is to develop the prevention of theft 

of the ATM card and to control the usage of the ATM card 

by unauthorized person. Conditional security is provided 

with protocol data unit. The additional feature of this 

project is that no transaction can be done without the 

knowledge of the respective card holder for the cause that 

NFC transactions are being implemented. 

KEYTERMS: ATM, RMO, SMS, GSM,  NFC, CCTV, 

UART, PICMicrocontroller, OTP, Card less, Secure 

transaction, Anti-theft, Fast process, authentication, 

password, alphanumeric passwords smart phones, security, 

IRIS scan, Account Holder, Two way authentication. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The Automation Teller Machine was just invented and 

introduced by banks for solving the problems faced by 

customers such as long queue in banks,big procedures for 

withdrawing money (i.e. fillingup challans and waiting till 

the tokens being called)and also to improve the quality of 

banking servicesto customers (i.e. manual work is being 

reduced).With the ATM, customers can access their bank 

accounts in order to make cash withdrawals and check their 

account balances. Being a machine, authentication is very 

much important. The authentication is usually carried when 

the user accesses the ATM System. This is usually done 

when the user inserts the ATM card which contains a unique 

ATM card number and security information such as a PIN 

number which is unique to every user should be entered. 

Anybody can be in the possession of the card and the person 

may have knowledge of the users PIN, results in ATM  

 

fraud(i.e. ATM theft). The alternate cash withdrawal 

methods can also be allowed like withdrawing cash without 

ATM cards.This can be achieved by two step authentication 

This project deals with the design and implementation of 

NFC based secure transaction system in ATM machines. 

This system consists of two modules, the transmitter and the 

receiver module in order to provide high end security for the 

ATM card users and the service providers. This system is 

based on MATLAB and Embedded System based 

Technology.UART is used as Serial Communication 

between MATLAB and PIC microcontroller.The password 

for transaction is send to the cardholder’s mobile phone with 

the help of NFC technology, which is an added advantage. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

Z.Li, Q.Sun et al, proposed the idea about an association 

based ongraphical password designed resistant to shoulder 

surfing attack.A.D.Luca, M.Langerich and H.Hussmann 

deals with basic understanding of ATM security.Zaslavskv.V 

and Strizhak.Aproposed the technological advances in 

sensing, computation, and communications haveturned 

mobile phones into pervasive observers,increase the usage of 

mobile phones will increase the security.Binachi.A 

et.alfocused with only authentication of the person while 

withdrawing, which is achieved by using mobile phone 

screens.Huanyu Zhao et.aldeals with scalable shoulder 

surfing resistant textual graphical password 

authentication.Sabrado, L et.al have achieved the goal of 

dual verification system using biometric technology for 

security. The biometric technology includes Iris, pattern, and 

finger pattern. HaiChangGao et.al focused ongenerating 

these graphical passwords to make passwords more 

memorable and easier for peopleto use and, therefore, more 

secure. HaiChangGao et.al proposedthe features best suited 

for an anti-shoulder surfing mechanism for graphical 

password scheme on mobile devices. 

The survey results identify the most preferred features by the 

users for the mobile device graphical password anti-shoulder 

surfing mechanism. [9]Two general device graphical 

password anti-shoulder-surfing mechanisms, whichare the 

Triangle and Intersection schemes, are reconstructed on a 

mobile device to test if general device graphical password 

anti-shoulder-surfing mechanisms can be reused in mobile 

devices. [10] To improve security of mobile device graphical 

password towards shoulder surfing attack, an 

antishouldersurfing mechanism called Painting Album 

Mechanism is proposed. This mechanism is constructed 

based on concept of painting album, and it is consists of 

three input schemes called Swipe Scheme, Color Scheme, 
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and Scot Scheme. [11] Paper proposes a unique idea of 

authenticating passwords using click based graphical 

passwords and color login. These authentication mechanisms 

generate stronger passwords & hence present a more feasible 

way of making variation in the security level of an 

application depending upon the user’s requirement. [12] 

Proposes the method that user can access–s account from 

ATM without using debit card. It is helpful for the user to 

withdraw money from another user’s account with their 

permission in case of emergency.[13]Proposed the idea of 

Biometric scan technologies which includes finger-scan, 

facials can etc. to improve security over ATM machines. 

[14]Have proposed about two way authentication through 

mobiles. 

 

III. SYSTEM MODEL 

 
 

IV. EXISTING METHODOLOGY 

Researchers provide several ways to protect the ATM 

System. In Existing Method used vision based surveillance 

security system. In this manner detect the unusual event by 

CCTV camera located in ATM environment. In this existing 

method use Image Processing Technique for detect the 

unusual event. Process of this method detects the movement 

in ATM room and monitoring the usual and unusual events. 

For differentiate the events it does not use any classifier. The 

existing system of two-factor authentication using mobile 

phones, are used to generate the one time password(OTP).  

 
Two-factor authentication is a mechanism that implements 

two of the above mentioned factors and is considered 

stronger and more secure than the traditionally implemented 

one factor authentication system. For example, withdrawing 

money from anATM machine uses two factor 

authentications: the ATM card and the personal 

identification number. Passwords are known to be one of the 

easiest targets of hackers. Therefore, most companies are 

searching more ways to protect their customers and 

employees. 

 

V. HARWARE DESCRIPTION 

Microcontroller PIC16F877A 

The PIC16F877A CMOS FLASH-based 8-bit 

microcontroller is upward compatible with the PIC16C5x, 

PIC12Cxxx and PIC16C7x devices. It features 200 ns 

instruction execution, 256 bytes of EEPROM data memory, 

self programming, an ICD, 2 Comparators, 8 channels of 10-

bit Analog-to-Digital (A/D) converter, 2 

capture/compare/PWM functions, a synchronous serial port 

that can be configured as either 3-wire SPI or 2-wire I2C 

bus, a USART, and a Parallel Slave Port. 

Keypad 

Keyboards and LCDs are the most widely used input/output 

devices of the PIC, and a basic understanding of them is 

essential. In this section, we first discuss keyboard 

fundamentals, along with key press and key detection 

mechanisms. 

 
GSM MODEM 

Global Standards for Mobile Communication (GSM) is a set 

of standards for Second Generation (2G) cellular 

networks.The GSM SIM 800 module uses any network 

provider’s SIM to communicate over the telecommunication 

network.This modem can be used to send and receive text 

messages and to make and receive voice calls. GSM SIM 

800 is a quad-band GSM modem that functions at 850, 800, 

1800 and 1800 MHz frequencies. This modem also supports 

features like transferring voice data, integrated support for 

GPRS and TCP/IP stack.The AT commands are given to the 

GSM modem with the help of PC or controller. The GSM 

modem is serially interfaced with the controller with the help 

of MAX 232. Here max 232 acts as driver which converts 

TTL levels to the RS 232 levels. For serial interface GSM 

modem requires the signal based on RS 232 levels. The 

T1_OUT and R1_IN pin of MAX 232 is connected to the TX 

and RX pin of GSM modem. 
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POWER SUPPLY UNIT 

The power supply unit used here consists of two regulators: 

7805 and 7812.7805 IC is used so as to get 5V supply to run 

ATMEL 89C51 microcontroller.7812 IC is used to get 12V 

supply to energize the relay and run the DC motor. The 

power supply should be of +5V, with maximum allowable 

transients of 10mv.To achieve a better/suitable contrast for 

the display, the voltage at pin 3 should be adjusted properly. 

 

VI. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

This project deals with the design and implementation of 

NFC based secure transaction system in ATM machines. This 

system consists of two modules, the transmitter and the 

receiver module in order to provide high end security for the 

ATM card users and the service providers. This system is 

based on MATLAB and Embedded System based 

Technology. UART is used as Serial Communication 

between MATLAB and PIC microcontroller. The password 

for transaction is send to the cardholder’s mobile phone with 

the help of NFC technology, which is an added advantage. 

This increases the high usage of smart cards with radio 

frequency communication between the target devices. In our 

proposed system, Iris Biometric system is used for authorized 

access.If Iris scanning process done,  Choosing bank account 

process will perform.After entering how much want to 

receive in MATLAB, OTP will geneate by GSM and send it 

to user mobile.In case of password being correct it moves on 

to the next level of money transaction, asking for the money 

withdrawal. Scenario like, the password is found to be 

defective, next in order of time, the   passage out will be 

locked. 

 

VII. CONCLUSION 

This paper discusses about how the ATM transactions can be 

carried out through single phone call and one time password 

generation. The customer who wishes to withdraw money 

from ATM can use the SSA App in their mobiles .Secured 

Score Algorithm is used in SSA App. This App can be 

downloaded in all the user smart mobiles. When the user uses 

the app and access the particular bank then the bank 

authenticates whether it is a valid user or not and sends 

adynamic code as a message to the valid user... In this project 

the ordinary ATM card is replaced by mobile phone for 

higher security than existing system. This is proposed 

because everyone will have mobile phones which have 

become a basic necessity. Also it gives the security of the 

ATM machine from robbers. Phishing is a method used by 

identity thieves to obtain financial information from a 

computer user to try to obtain financial or other confidential 

information from Internet users, typically by sendingan email 

that looks as if it is from a legitimate organization, usually a 

financial institution, but contains a link to a fake website that 

replicates thereal one. 
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